
MANHOLE

BENEFITS

Signs & sizes
DANGER

CONFINED
SPACE

PERMIT REQUIRED
FOR ENTRY

DANGER

DO NOT ENTER
CONFINED SPACE

* Provide OSHA required warnings with Manhole Entry Barrier

* Halt unauthorized entry with Manhole Entry Barrier

Sign 15 cm round reflective

25-45 cm
45-64 cm

Sign 20 cm round reflective

64-83 cm
83-112 cm
112-141 cm

141-170 cm
170-200 cm

HOW NOT TO DO IT!

We see that in some cases alternative 
-

vised solutions are never as good and 
reliable as CableSafe Confined Space 
Safety products. We would always re-

Space products.

FAQ
Safety is at the forefront of what we do. It is therefore im-
portant to understand why safety measures such as man-
hole barriers are necessary. Here are some questions and 
answers about our manhole barriers:

What is a Manhole?
Usually a manhole entry is used to conduct an inspection or 
for cleaning to name a few examples. These holes can be 
dangerous without a manhole barrier and can cause many 
accidents with serious consequences. A sturdy sign with a 
warning/restricted access sign is used as a manhole gate or 
entrance barrier to keep people without access out. 

Why use a manhole barrier?
A manhole in space where there is heavy construction and a 
lot of employees walking around is a health hazard that 
needs to be dealt with. Manhole barricades help to warn 
and keep people out of manholes which are too dangerous 
to let people go in unsupervised.

Why the Manhole Entry barrier?
Although our Manhole Entry Barrier has a lot in common 

-
sent that keep these two apart. As opposed to the cross 
barrier, our entry barrier is adjustable, meaning that it can 
be extended or shortened according to the size of the man-
hole.The entry barrier is also perfect to use in diverse set-
tings; whether the hole is wood, rubber or metal, this barrier 
will be robust regardless of the hole and weather conditions.

customers can make use of these worldwide.

 

Easy to use / 
easy to intall

Ultra durable Guard against 
weather & debris

prevents 
infestation

protection 
system
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BARRIERS

THE MANHOLE
ENTRY BARRIER

2 is available in NL (Dutch), FR (French), GB (English), ESP (Spanish) and IT (Italian)

sizes
Available 

occupational fatalities in the U.S.
confined space work is one of the leading causes for 
reduce accidents in confined spaces. According to OSHA, 
CableSafe Confined Space Safety products significantly 

is ideal for securing the
entrance/exit to large
storage facilities, tanks
or pipes where bolts
are used to secure it in
place 


